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HEIDI LYNN NILSSON

The End of That Finger

I.

The knowledge of good and evil
does not differ

from any other knowledge
in dimension. Our attention

to its packaging exposes
its appeal. The more knowledge 

we collect in any subject, the more we feel
the parameters of our comprehension

except, somehow, the knowledge 
of good and evil, which makes

fools of people. We believe ourselves
big enough to contain it

while the rain of it
strikes the whole earth.

II.

Once upon a time, there was a garden
whose burden 

hung so quietly, so uselessly, 
we could not fear it
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though we could hear 
in our whimsy

our own breasts wagging as a bough 
sagged at the weight of an empire.

III.

Take a girl
who has never been worked

in a yoke
that has never been worn

with the load for the yoke
with the bark for her throat

to a place 
that has known

neither sowing nor scythe
and I 
 
will continue to feel,
however she plows that field,

us all assess
an imagined distance.
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REBEKAH DENISON HEWITT

Burn Out

 for Robin

Who cares if we drink too much 
and doubt the character of God. 
We’ve seen enough for faith 
to become a stripped screw— 
the parents who get married, baptized 
then it’s back to addiction, the termination
of parental rights. The eight-year-old 
who postures like a man, 
shirt off and strutting with a leather belt. 
We know the world will keep flooding.
The poor will always be with you. Who cares
that you left the training 
because you couldn’t abide
the 911 call, the child screaming 
daddy’s hitting mommy over and over.
That’s the most correct response, isn’t it?
To feel it so hard you can’t stand it. 
It’s okay to want to feel 
the wrong way. Who cares 
about our pathetic concerns— 
which degree to pursue or what kind of debt 
has the lowest interest? No one we love is dying
today. But that isn’t enough, 
because even breathing here
turns our lungs a little blacker,
even being here at all is a slow burn. 
We’re crawling beneath the smoke 
of money and bombs, but none of it is real
to God, which is the only reason I can give you 
as to why he keeps feeling things 
the wrong way.
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KARI STEWART

Book of the Dead

When the doctor isn’t in, it’s just me and Reggie back with the bodies, away 
from the offices and the phones ringing and Becky making calls with her long, 
overgrown fingernails clacking, asking people to come get their bodies. I take 
care of the book of the dead, keep it put away on its shelf after I write names 
and dates in it. So old, it’s held together by tape—the strong kind with strings 
embedded into it. Somewhere on page 273, the handwriting changes to mine. I 
took over when Leroy died. He went quietly at home—heart failure. I cremated 
his body on a Wednesday in April. Leroy always said he wanted to go that way, 
mailed back to his family in Missouri inside a metal box. Leroy had been a large 
man, 6’5” when he stood up straight. I’ve found every person, no matter what 
size, seems to bake down to the same amount of ashes, but I was still surprised 
when Leroy also fit perfectly into the square tin. Probably because his spirit 
wasn’t in him anymore, there’s no way that box could have held both his body 
and his spirit, or his laugh alone. 

Leroy knew Reggie and I would take care of him. How gently we’d wheel 
him into the big room with a drain in the floor and unwrap his body. He lay 
on the metal table while we hosed down his empty vessel, saw the parts of him 
he’d covered up all his living years. Weak, hairless chest, an appendectomy scar 
from when he was twelve; his doughy stomach was distended by then, full of 
juice from putrefying organs. It had seeped from his orifices into the folds of 
the plastic. His liquid innards ran down the drain until the water ran clear and 
his yellowed skin was waxy with shine, the remnants of veins showing through, 
dark. 

I started work for the Los Angelos county coroner’s office thirty-five years 
ago. I was a young man, still married, my two daughters just starting elementary 
school. Ten years later, Gena left me days before our twentieth wedding 
anniversary. She’d said I refused to grow up, I couldn’t keep my eyes or hands 
off other women. She said there was something inside me that festered. 

“Walter, I can’t turn you around,” she’d always say. The girls, all full of 
grown woman hormones by then and no sense, yelled that I was dead to them. 
Gena moved to Sacramento and married a grocer. I’d always believed she would 
talk sense into the girls, forgive me my indiscretions. They never called except 
during college when they needed money. 
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*     *     *
A crisp Thursday, and I stand by to let Reggie smoke his cigarette nub down 

to where he can barely hold it. He’s a frugal man, probably put it out last night 
and stuck it in his pocket for the morning. He blows smoke around our heads 
and shoulders in the loading dock with his rank breath. Yellow light shining 
through it like a bright fog, a false sunrise over his mountainous shoulders. 
We rarely speak to each other in the early morning. Make the drive to County 
Harbor, Sinai, Good Samaritan, sometimes St. Paul’s nursing home or the old 
hospice house on Meadhouse Drive, but usually in silence. 

“My wife,” Reggie says, “she say I smell like dead people.”
I chuckle but it comes out as a wheeze.
“They say you can absorb the smell through your skin. You think that’s 

true?” He flicks his butt too far my way.
“What, like when you put bananas in the fridge?” I step on the glowing 

nub. “Everything comes out tasting like bananas.”
“Yeah.” Reggie looks at me like I’ve just said something deep. “Banana 

water, banana lettuce, banana lunch meat . . . ”
The elevator lights buzz as it drops us into the bowels of Grace Hospital 

where Kenneth, the security guard, is there to unlock the morgue. 
“You boys are early this morning, Walter.” I swear Kenneth jingles all his 

keys on purpose because it means he’s more important than me.
“Told you we would be. Burial day. Comes once a year, is all.”
“Like Christmas.” 
I tilt my face up to read the clipboard through my bifocals, pat a metal door 

with my palm and Reggie swings it open. He swears under his breath. He’s a 
young man, only twenty-nine, new enough the stink still bothers him. But he 
has the back to lift the big ones. 

“Unclaimed female 20030267?” 
Reggie checks the label on the body. “267.”
He pulls the drawer out and moves the body onto our stretcher. 
“Just the one today.” Kenneth is still officiating from the doorway. He steps 

aside and makes a mock salute as we pass through.
The stretcher wheels clatter across tile flooring that doesn’t match the rest of 

the hospital. It’s brown, probably laid in the seventies, squares missing here and 
there. I remember when it was clean, and everybody wanted brown tiles. 

“Look at the legs on her.” I lift my coffee cup toward a middle-aged waitress 
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out the window as we pass. She’s headed to the bus stop in a square skirt and 
tennis shoes. Reggie shakes his head and takes the cup from my hand. 

“I think I need this more than you.” He guzzles it like I put a bad taste in 
his mouth.

I laugh, but it makes me cough. I laugh and cough together in a fit that 
makes Reggie eye me sideways. He thinks he should start driving, I know it, but 
it’s my job. 

“Doctor’s in today,” he reminds me. “Gone be hauling bodies for him all 
afternoon.” He’s pulling his cap bill over his face like it’s naptime. 

The doctor likes to eat his lunch in between weighing organs and taking 
notes. He eats like his life depends on it more than the average person’s would. 
As if his gut bacteria will eat through his stomach and intestines and start 
gnawing on his kidneys if he doesn’t keep it fed. Reggie told me he walked 
into the bathroom one day and caught the doctor checking his pulse in the 
restroom. 

“He just starin’ in the mirror, countin’ beats like he wonderin’ if he still 
alive!” 

I had laughed and choked until I was beet red. 

Two cremations scheduled for today. The spaces in the book where 
signatures would mark the bodies as claimed are blank. The water echoes in the 
floor drain. We wrap them in clean, white linen. A lady with stick-thin arms 
and a man of considerable size. We each hold an end of the sheets, folding in 
unison over and around the strangers, tucking them in tight like their mothers 
must have the day they were born. The bodies speak a final testimony of the 
souls they housed, confess themselves to the tiled chapel on their metal alters. 
We listen. Fluorescent lights buzz a scintillating hymn as we tie the ankles, the 
thighs, the necks with soft nylon cord. Reggie brings in the cardboard boxes, 
still flat, and folds them into rectangular shapes, fashions them each a lid. The 
oven growls and ticks with building heat. 

We slide the first box into an oven together with our rakes. Reggie cranks 
the door shut, hangs a metal ID tag on a hook next to the little window. We 
push the second in together, tag on the hook, screech of the door closing against 
the box igniting. Flames engulfing a body sound like the ocean on weekends 
when I take my chair and my hat to the beach. I like to sit at the crest of the 
shoreline to watch the tide come in. All down the strand, adults standing with 
their faces to the horizon, listening to the whir as the vast mystery comes closer. 
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Oblivious children play in its lapping tongues, and it whispers secrets of men 
and women who face the sea on opposite shores somewhere in the Philippines 
or Japan. It comes in slow, almost like you don’t notice until it’s getting your 
toes every third wave, and finally washing away the sand under your chair. 

We listen to the flame ocean as we clear the big room, put the book of the 
dead back on the shelf, eat our lunches. We each take an oven when it comes 
time to smash the burnt remains with our rakes. The blows shatter skulls like 
empty eggs and cave rib cages, scramble them into heaps of glowing cinder. 
When they cool, we shovel the ashes out and put them through a grinder, make 
them smooth for their tins. 

“I still don’t believe it. Every time, I don’t believe it.” Reggie shaking his 
head as he compares the two tins of remains. 

“You’ll learn, you’ll learn to believe it,” I tell him, “Nobody gets out of this 
life any bigger than another.”

We lid them, label each with a long number that comes from their line in 
the book, and carry them to the remains room. Like a couple of monks, each 
clutching our sacred book of years, we find their place among the unclaimed of 
the current year. Shelves almost to the ceiling, people nobody wants shut up in 
tin boxes. The homeless, the lost, ones with no living family; some are babies 
for whose bodies mothers can’t afford to pay the fee. Unidentified travelers, 
ex-husbands with too many sins to forgive; disowned fathers. They remind me 
of a bag of shells my sister brought home from the shore one morning when I 
was eight. They had been sat on in the car, moved from place to place on the 
kitchen counter until my mother threatened to throw them away. My sister 
did it herself. I secretly waited until I was alone in the room to sort through 
the trash and retrieve them. I found them under a layer of potato skins and 
my father’s junk mail. I took the baggie to my room and poured the smashed, 
discarded shells into an empty Ovaltine can. The ivories and the pinks, greys, 
and almost greens—all those empty, pulverized homes where enchanting 
creatures had lived before their evidence washed up onto the sand. 

“We done?” Reggie is asking.
Time to make room for more of the unwanted. I lead him to where the boxes 

from five years ago sit silently. I don’t like the remains room. All those ghosts of 
people waiting for burial must be walking right through them as I take their tins, 
two or three at a time, and load them onto a cart. I imagine all these disembodied 
souls flying after the van on our way to the crematorium cemetery, confused.
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Ash flies up on the air, coating Reggie’s goggles as he empties number 
1998067 into the hole. Had it been an elderly woman from St. Paul’s? A baby? 
There were always a few babies every year. I can’t remember who it was. My 
hands had touched them last before I ground their bones to dust, and I can’t 
remember who they had been.

“Ya know, Walter, these boxes, they don’t hold all o’ these people.”
“Hmmph.” I’m starting to sweat, my shirt is wet inside my over-suit. Sweat 

is trickling down my arms into folds of the plastic sleeves. 
“We just see their bodies, who knows what is left we can’t put in the box.”
I can hear my own breathing inside the dust mask. Lungs putting oxygen into 

my blood, pumping it to my brain, telling my heart to beat and beat and beat. 
“l bet this one was a teacher. Maybe one of those children change the world 

someday, cure cancer . . . somethin’.” He empties the tin into the hole. 
I’m wheezing. I take a seat on the cart to watch Reggie shovel a layer of 

dirt on top of the ash, just enough to keep the wind from taking minute parts 
of people up into the trees and into air vents where office personnel in bright 
lipstick will inhale their fellow citizens. My ankles are swollen by now, my 
distended belly threatens to pop the seams down the front of my oversuit.

My stomach has started to leak into my gut, the doctor tells me; no more 
quaffing beer every night in the dark of my living room. No more sugar. What 
does he know? What does he really know about the human body and how it 
goes? Does he know what I’ll smell like after sitting all week, maybe longer in 
my easy chair? Beer between my bloated legs, filling with noxious gases, infested 
with maggots. Flies will find me as soon as I exhaled my last breath, tainted 
with death, and lay their eggs inside my ears, walk on my eyeballs with their 
hairy feet. Has he ever been there when the natural order of everything, that 
original ugliness intended for all things that die, has claimed a body? Swelling 
up with everything that had given it life, leaking it back out as black fluid, 
sometimes splitting the skin or bursting the stomach open. The maggots take 
over, writhing and feeding until the skin is left empty like a deflated balloon, a 
leather blanket draped over knee knobs and ribs. 

“Reggie.” I say his name without even realizing it’s coming. 
“Yeah boss.” 
“If I don’t come to work one day . . . ”
Reggie turns around on his haunches, I see his eyebrows knit together. He’s 

reading me as well as I read that book of dead people. The ash cloud behind 
him dissipates slowly. 
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“Boss.” Reggie turns back to his work. “Ain’t nobody gonna forget you.” 
He holds his hand out for the marker. 
“Let me do it.” I smell the musty earth, the sharp scent of cut grass, as I 

bend over to poke the rod into the ground. It’s just a temporary marker, won’t 
be there long before it’s replaced. 
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PAUL WILLIS

Here and There

 (Platanus racemosa)

The ivory of sycamore
in the winter morning sun
for just an hour. But what a shine.

We too stand up, illuminated,
in the valley of the shadow,
losing leaves, and that’s a sign

our roots are meant for higher ground;
though we may grow as splendid oak,
bay, sycamore, we sigh and pine.

 —Los Padres National Forest
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BILL STADICK

National Association of Nowhere Else to Go

I’m standing on a modest hill in the noon sun in the middle of nowhere. 
Over my right shoulder: First Baptist of Watertown, Wisconsin. Over my left: 
Oak Hill Cemetery. Before me, a tall drink of a teen waits to step into a kiddy 
pool to be baptized in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 
Ghost Amen. The teen is my son. 

And you may ask yourself, ‘Well, how did I get here?’ 
That Talking Heads song—“Once in a Lifetime”—has dogged me for, well, 

a lifetime. In 1988, when I found myself with a beautiful wife. In 1992, when 
we found ourselves in a beautiful house. And any other moment we’ve stopped 
long enough to realize the daily routine of our stereotypical middle-class 
lives was the same as it ever was. Thanks to the algorithmic miracle of search, 
SongFacts.com appears on my laptop screen, allowing David Byrne to share: 
“Most of the words come from evangelists I recorded off the radio while taking 
notes and picking up phrases I thought were interesting directions. Maybe I’m 
fascinated with the middle class because it seems so different from my life, so 
distant from what I do. I can’t imagine living like that.” 

I’m not David Byrne. I don’t need to imagine. 
I’m descended from Massachusetts Bay Colony Puritans. And I’ve been 

immersed in the middle-class evangelical subculture my entire life: the 
wisecracking youth pastors, slide show mission conferences, hand-clasping 
praise teams and grape juice communions. But I’ve never much liked the jokes 
and I’ll never lift my hands to the chandeliers during the umpteenth singing 
of “Our God Is an Awesome God.” To turn on itself the classic evangelical 
chestnut about how we should relate to the world: I’ve always felt in the 
subculture, but not of it. 

I only know two people buried in Oak Hill: Helga Henry and her husband, 
Carl Ferdinand Howard Henry. 

Dr. Carl F.H. Henry was a pivotal figure in evangelical Christianity in 
the mid-twentieth century. He graduated from Wheaton College in 1935, 
thirty-nine years before I did. He co-founded the National Association of 
Evangelicals with Dr. Harold John Ockenga in 1942 and became the first editor 
of Christianity Today magazine in 1956. In 1978, Time magazine called him 
evangelicalism’s “leading spokesman.” Five years later, in 1983, the theologian 
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completed his six-volume magnum opus, God, Revelation and Authority. I’ve 
attempted a volume—maybe two—of its dense scholarship. An excerpt: “Either 
the Bible is the transcendentally objective, divinely inspired, God-ordained 
authority and final word for all standards of truth and value, or the Bible is not 
and all of life is thus relative and culturally conditioned and thus incoherent.” 
Or this from Wikipedia: “Henry regarded all truth as propositional, and 
Christian doctrine as ‘the theorems derived from the axioms of revelation.’” 

Dr. Henry and his wife, Helga, retired to my latest hometown of 
Watertown, Wisconsin. Here, he was instrumental in bringing evangelical 
heavyweights into town each Easter for ecumenical sunrise services. He also left 
town regularly to attend the board meetings of various evangelical parachurch 
organizations. For reasons I’ve never bothered to learn, my father-in-law 
volunteered to serve as Henry’s personal chauffeur whenever he needed a ride 
to Milwaukee’s Mitchell International Airport. One time, my father-in-law 
couldn’t, and I offered to drive Dr. Henry. 

You may find yourself behind the wheel of a large automobile. 
Yes, I took random notes. Yes, I’ve saved them for more than a decade. 

Why? Perhaps for the same reason David Byrne scribbled notes to himself as 
he listened to radio evangelists—the fascination of it all. When I picked up Dr. 
Carl F.H. Henry at his independent living facility, his wife worried aloud about 
the iciness of the country roads over which we’d travel. She then third-degreed 
me on airport directions. After repeating them to her satisfaction, Helga and 
Carl exchanged a quick, tender kiss and the esteemed theologian and I were 
on our way. First concern: Would he critique my decidedly non-evangelical 
selection of cassette tapes scattered about the floorboards, including The Indigo 
Girls’ Retrospective and Dave Matthews Band’s Live at Red Rocks? First challenge: 
How does one make small talk with an octogenarian theologian during forty-
five minute drives to and from Milwaukee? My notes say we started chatting 
about spinal stenosis, his formative years growing up in a Jewish section of New 
York City and how he’d met Helga in the typing class he taught there. Short 
silence, not awkward. I told him I’d never been to New York, but had recently 
been to Newark. 

We bashed Newark together. 
He asked what I did for a living. When I told him I was an advertising 

copywriter, he mentioned that Warner Sallman, the artist famous for painting 
the Sunday School-friendly Head of Christ in 1941, “was also an advertising 
man.” I’ve been in the subculture long enough to anticipate the next line of 
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questioning: How are you using your talents to serve the Lord? Sometimes, it 
arrives head-on. Henry took an indirect approach by suggesting I help promote 
the next Easter sunrise service. My talents have never translated well to my 
subculture. I write ha-ha funny headlines for my livelihood and, in my free 
time, scribble religious poetry that doesn’t sound much like religious poetry, 
occasionally getting published in non-evangelical pubs like The Christian 
Century and First Things. 

Does he really want to promote his Easter service with a headline that 
might read, “He rose from the grave—all we’re asking you to do is get out of 
bed”? 

At some point, I knew we’d back-and-forth about Harold Ockenga, 
the man with whom he’d founded the National Association of Evangelicals. 
Ockenga had for years pastored historic Park Street Church in Boston—and 
married my parents in 1959. (I may never have felt of the evangelical subculture, 
but I’ve effectively been in it for longer than I’ve been on the planet.) I don’t just 
have my notes. I also have Henry’s handwritten return-trip instructions, which I 
scanned and eventually saved to my Driving Dr. Henry Dropbox folder. 

 Thursday, Dec. 10. Arriving from Washington on Midwest Express  
 #406 at 8 p.m. Meet at 8:20 p.m. outside (inside luggage arrives in  
 Carousel 3). Henry will wear a beret, have a cane and a luggage carrier.  
 I’ll come outside as soon as luggage arrives.—Carl Henry 

I did not need the note. I would have spotted him even without looking 
for a beret and cane. Although I inadvertently neglected to date my notes, 
I did record that Scream 3 was first-running at Towne Cinema. So the year 
was 2000. Which means that while I was shuttling Henry to and from 
Mitchell International to attend evangelical board meetings, our neighbors 
were watching the fictional Sidney Prescott being terrorized once again by an 
antagonist wearing the iconic Ghostface mask. And that would be apropos of 
zilch were not the director of the Scream franchise another graduate of our alma 
mater, the hyper-evangelical Wheaton College. In an article titled “Film, Fear 
and Faith,” BeliefNet.com asked Wes Craven, graduating class of 1963, whether 
he was still a religious person. Our fellow alumnus simply responded, “I don’t 
do anything in an organized way.” Three alumni, three lifetimes, three distinct 
ties to the subculture. 

Theologian alumnus: in and of. Movie director alumnus: neither in nor of. 
Me: TBD. 

So why haven’t I hightailed? Why have I remained in this world of three-
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point homilies and small group inductive Bible studies? Why do I insist on 
sticking around when so many of its rituals make me squirm in my metal-gray 
folding chairs at all-church potlucks? Turn with me in your Bibles to the sixth 
chapter of John. There, Jesus is addressing a mass defection of followers by 
asking Simon Peter if he wanted to join the others and head for the hills. His 
response: “I have nowhere else to go, for you have the words of eternal life.” 
Which is as much as to say, “Yeah, a lot of this is hard: my feet are sore, I’m not 
getting along with that sycophant over there and you’re not the swashbuckling 
Messiah I heard about as a kid, but wherever the others are off to isn’t any better 
and likely much, much worse.” At least that’s how it has always come across 
to me: the frank, honest, resolute testimony of a man who has exhausted all 
alternatives. I guess that’s my testimony, too: wretch-saved-by-amazing-grace 
who’s listening past the sanitized guitars and there-but-not-overloud cymbal 
crashes, who still believes the lyrics even though they’ve been sung to cliché: 
You alone can rescue. You alone can save. You alone can lift us from the grave. 
I stay because this Jesus everyone is praise-the-Lording has forever words—
propositional truth, axioms of revelation from which we derive the theorems of 
Christian doctrine. Not relative. Not culturally conditioned. Coherent. 

On December 7, 2003, Dr. Carl F.H. Henry—evangelicalism’s leading 
spokesman and the old guy I drove to and from Mitchell International 
Airport—died at the age of 90 and was interred in Oak Hill Cemetery, 
Watertown, Wisconsin. Just over there. 

Letting the days go by. For all the overloaded prose in God, Revelation 
and Authority, the epitaph on his and Helga’s gravestones have four simple, 
monosyllabic words: Friends of the King. 

Letting the days go by. They took this king (of kings) at his word when he 
claimed to be the resurrection and the life. 

Time isn’t holding us. Time isn’t after us. My son is on his knees now, soon to 
have his head held underwater in the likeness of Christ’s death. 

Let the water hold me down. Now the boy’s face is emerging—rising, if you 
will—from the shallow water of that kiddy pool. 

Same as it ever was. He clears some from his eyes. 
Same as it ever was. This is where we find ourselves. 
Same as it ever was. Standing on a modest hill in the noon sun. 
Same as it ever was. In the middle of nowhere with nowhere else to go.
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CHRISTOPHER NELSON

To a Future Self

because you will think 
that the way is through the heart

because unwittingly 
you will seek an exit through the senses

because they won’t teach you to laugh 
you will preserve it when you can

joy’s petite spasm in a notebook
and call it mine

because you will ask 
why this incarceration in a body 

to become to feel to fail to flower 

the tide will come at the chartable hour
late spring clouds taller

much taller than cities than mountains
taller than all the empires’ ambitions

and made of vapor
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have appeared in Commonweal, Birds Thumb, Slant, River City, Sow’s Ear, The 
Hollins Critic, The Powhatan Review, and The Antietam Review, among others.

ANNE BECK is a double major in English and Classical Philology (Latin and 
Greek) at the University of Dallas. She enjoys writing poetry and discussing 
Classics with fellow students in that department. She is thinking of working as 
a teacher or writer after she graduates, but may consider eventually going for a 
Masters degree in order to become a school or college librarian.

ANN BOADEN earned her doctorate in English from The University of 
Chicago and returned to her undergraduate college, Augustana, Rock Island, 
Illinois, to teach literature and writing. Her work has appeared in various 
journals and anthologies, including South Dakota Review, The Penwood Review, 
Big Muddy, Sediments, Christmas on the Great Plains, Simul, and others.

MICHAEL BROWN JR. is a resident of the Bronx in New York City. His 
work has appeared or is forthcoming in Beloit Poetry Journal, SAND Journal, 
American Chordata, and elsewhere.

JENNIFER CLARK is the author of Necessary Clearings (Shabda Press). 
Her second poetry collection, Johnny Appleseed: The Slice and Times of John 
Chapman, is forthcoming from Shabda Press. In addition to The Windhover 
(Spring 2015, Volume 19 and Spring 2013, Volume 17), her work has been 
published in Pilgrimage Magazine, Flyway, Nimrod, and Ecotone, among other 
places. She lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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CHET COREY’s poems have recently appeared in Boomer Lit. Mag., Coe 
Review, Evening Street Review, The Matador Review, Boston Literary Magazine, 
A Time for Singing, and previously in The Windhover. He lives in Bloomington, 
Minnesota.

MEG EDEN’s work has been published in various magazines, including 
Rattle, Drunken Boat, Poet Lore, and Gargoyle. She teaches at the University 
of Maryland. She has four poetry chapbooks, and her novel Post-High School 
Reality Quest was recently published by California Coldblood, an imprint of 
Rare Bird Lit. www.megedenbooks.com

CHRIS ELLERY is the author of four collections of poetry, most recently Elder 
Tree (Lamar University Literary Press, 2016). A member of the Texas Institute 
of Letters, he has received the X.J. Kennedy Award for Creative Nonfiction, the 
Alexander and Dora Raynes Poetry Prize, and the Betsy Colquitt Award.

D.A. GRAY is the author of one previous collection of poems, Overwatch 
(Grey Sparrow Press, 2011). His poetry has appeared in The Sewanee Review, 
Appalachian Heritage, Kentucky Review, The Good Men Project, Still: The Journal, 
and War, Literature and the Arts, among many other journals. Gray recently 
completed his graduate work at The Sewanee School of Letters and at Texas 
A&M-Central Texas. A retired soldier and veteran, the author writes and lives 
in Copperas Cove, Texas, with his wife, Gwendolyn.

PATRICIA L. HAMILTON is a professor of English at Union University 
in Jackson, TN. She won the 2015 Rash Award in Poetry and has received 
two Pushcart nominations. Her debut volume, The Distance to Nightfall, was 
published in 2014. 

MARYANNE HANNAN has published recent poetry in Adanna, Gargoyle, 
Naugatuck River Review, Oxford Poetry (UK), and Rabbit (AU). Several poems 
have been reprinted in anthologies, including The Great American Wise Ass 
Poetry Anthology, St. Peter’s B List: Contemporary Poems Inspired by the Saints, 
and The World Is Charged: Poetic Engagements with Gerard Manley Hopkins. She 
is currently the Associate Editor at Presence: A Journal of Catholic Poetry. www.
mhannan.com
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REBEKAH DENISON HEWITT lives in Black Mountain, North Carolina, 
where she is a librarian and a mother to three little boys. Her poems have 
recently appeared in Columbia Poetry Review, The Laurel Review, and Front 
Porch (online).

CHRISTINE HIGGINS is a graduate of the Johns Hopkins University 
Writing Seminars. She has been a McDowell Colony Fellow and has been the 
recipient of a Maryland State Arts Council Award. Her work has appeared in 
many journals including Pequod, the eleventh MUSE, America, and Nagautuck 
River Review. Her chapbook, Threshold, was published in 2013 by Finishing 
Line Press. www.christinehigginswriter.com

DAVID BRENDAN HOPES, a frequent contributor to The Windhover, is a 
poet and painter living in Asheville, North Carolina.

AARON J. HOUSHOLDER teaches writing and literature at Taylor 
University in Upland, Indiana. His stories and essays have appeared or are 
forthcoming in Ruminate, Off the Page, In Touch Magazine, Flash Fiction 
Magazine, Five2One Magazine, Maudlin House, The Molotov Cocktail, and more 
than twenty other publications. He currently serves as the Fiction Editor for 
Relief Journal.

JOSHUA HREN teaches fiction writing and literature and philosophy at 
George Fox University. His first collection of short stories, This Our Exile, is due 
out from Angelico Press in Fall of 2017.

JOSHUA JONES received his MFA from the University of Massachusetts 
Boston and is a candidate for the Ph.D. in creative writing at the University 
of North Texas. He has published book reviews and poems in journals like the 
American Literary Review, Pine Mountain Sand & Gravel, and The Sow’s Ear 
Poetry Review, among others. He and his wife Lesleigh live in Frisco, Texas, with 
their dachshund Guinivere.

MICHAEL HUGH LYTHGOE has served as a contributing editor for The 
Windhover for over ten years.He has lectured on poetry and painting at the 
Morris Museum of Art in Augusta, Georgia. He has selected / suggested the 
last six or more covers for The Windhover. He regularly meets with artists in 
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galleries and museum talks to spot talent for The Windhover and to recruit 
speakers for his lifelong learning classes at USC in Aiken. Mike has an MFA 
from Bennington College. He lives in Aiken, South Carolina, and frequently is 
inspired to compose poems by art and artists.

D.S. MARTIN’s poetry has appeared in many other fine periodicals, including, 
Anglican Theological Review, The Christian Century, andChristianity & Literature, 
among others. He has published a chapbook, So The Moon Would Not Be 
Swallowed (Rubicon Press) and two full-length collections, Poiema (Wipf & 
Stock), and Conspiracy of Light: Poems Inspired by the Legacy of C.S. Lewis. He 
is also the Series Editor for the Poiema Poetry Series from Cascade Books. His 
new anthology, The Turning Aside: The Kingdom Poets Book of Contemporary 
Christian Poetry, has just appeared.

JANE MCCAFFERTY is the author of two novels, two books of stories 
(Harper Collins) and has won many awards, including two Pushcarts and an 
NEA.

CHRISTOPHER NELSON is the author of Blue House, published in the 
Poetry Society of America’s Chapbook Series, and Capital City at Midnight, 
recipient of the 2014 Bloom Chapbook Prize. Since 2008 he has edited Under 
a Warm Green Linden, an online journal dedicated to fostering excellent poetry 
and supporting reforestation efforts. www.christophernelson.info.

AMY NEMECEK lives in northern Michigan with her husband, son, and 
two cats. Her publication credits include Topology, The 3288 Review, Mothers 
Always Write, Foliate Oak, and Indiana Voice Journal. When Amy isn’t working 
with words, she enjoys solitary walks along country roads and watching Cubs 
baseball with her family. On Twitter @Beloved_Delight

HEIDI LYNN NILSSON’s poems have appeared in Ploughshares, TriQuarterly, 
AGNI, American Poet, and The New Young American Poets anthology. Her 
chapbook, The Math of Gifts, won the 2015 Singer-Sargent Award from the 
Hudson Valley Writers Center. Her first full-length collection, For the Fire from 
the Straw, is forthcoming from Barrow Street Press in October 2017. She is 
a board member and grant writer at The Salvation Army in Athens, Georgia, 
where she lives with her husband and three daughters.
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DAYE PHILLIPPO is a graduate of Purdue University and Warren Wilson 
MFA for Writers. She is the recipient of a Mortarboard Fellowship and an 
Elizabeth George Grant for poetry. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming 
in Natural Bridge, Shenandoah, Off the Coast, The Comstock Review, The 
Fourth River, Cider Press Review, Great Lakes Review, The Adirondack Review, 
and others. She teaches English at Purdue University, and lives in a creaky, 
old farmhouse on twenty rural acres in Indiana with her husband and their 
youngest son.

JOSHUA ROARK currently lives with his beautiful fellow-writer wife in 
Los Angeles. He works as a teacher, is Editor of Frontier Poetry, and Associate 
Managing Editor of Lunch Ticket. His poetry has been published in San Fourth 
& Sycamore, 3 Elements Review, among others.

DWIGHT D. ROSE is a graduate of the Ringling College of Art and Design, 
earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts in painting. He went on to teach at Ringling 
in its degree and community art programs, and at Virginia Commonwealth 
University School of the Arts. He now conducts watercolor workshops and 
teaches watercolor painting at Chapman Cultural Center in Spartanburg, South 
Carolina. As a resident of Spartanburg, Rose is a member of the South Carolina 
Water Media Society and a board member of the Artists’ Guild of Spartanburg. 
Collectors of his work include Motte & Sons Bootlegging Co., Spartanburg; 
University of North Carolina Greensboro; Shelton Group of Companies, 
Charlotte, North Carolina; Sarasota YMCA, Peoples Employment Exchange, 
Sarasota Wellness Center, all in Sarasota, Florida; Kybele Hotel, Istanbul, 
Turkey; and Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

LUCI SHAW was born in London, England, in 1928. A poet and essayist, since 
1986 she has been Writer in Residence at Regent College, Vancouver. Author 
of over thirty-five books of poetry and creative non-fiction, her writing has 
appeared in numerous literary and religious journals. In 2013 she received the 
10th annual Denise Levertov Award for Creative Writing from Seattle Pacific 
University. The Thumbprint in the Clay, essays on beauty and purpose in the 
universe, was released in 2016, as was Sea Glass: New & Selected Poems. She lives 
in Bellingham, Washington.
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JUDITH SORNBERGER’s most recent poetry collection Practicing the 
World without You is forthcoming from CavanKerry Press in 2018. Her full-
length collection Open Heart is from Calyx Books. She is the author of five 
chapbooks, most recently Wal-Mart Orchid (Evening Street Press). Her memoir 
The Accidental Pilgrim: Finding God and His Mother in Tuscany was published by 
Shanti Arts Publications in 2015.

BILL STADICK has published poetry in various publications, including First 
Things, Wisconsin Academy Review, Conclave: A Journal of Character, The Cresset, 
and The Christian Century. He founded and writes for Page 17, which specializes 
in marketing and advertising communications.

KARI STEWART recently graduaged from Sterling College in Kansas and will 
be pursuing an MFA in creative writing at the University of Kansas beginning 
this fall. She was named a 2016 AWP Intro Journals Project winner in poetry, 
and her work has been featured or is forthcoming in Hayden’s Ferry Review, 
Penwood Review, and Great Plains Review.

JENNIFER STEWART FUESTON lives in Longmont, Colorado. Her work 
has appeared most recently in All We Can Hold: Poems of Motherhood; Blood, 
Water, Wind and Stone: An Anthology of Wyoming Writers; as well in The Other 
Journal, Pinyon, The Windhover, and The Cresset. Her first chapbook of poetry, 
Visitations, was published in 2015. She has taught writing at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder, as well as internationally in Hungary, Turkey, and Lithuania.

VERONICA TOTH is a still-nostalgic graduate of Taylor University’s English 
program. She’s currently pursuing a master’s degree in literature at University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, where she balances reading Foucault, teaching first-year 
composition, and her first love: creative writing. Veronica is passionate about 
poetry’s role in igniting and sustaining honest conversation about faith.
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PETER VENABLE has written both free and metric verse for over fifty years. 
He has been published in Ancient Paths, Time of Singing, The Windhover, The 
Anglican Theological Journal, Apex Magazine, Kingdom Pen Magazine, and 
others. But poetry is merely a hobby. He is a retired clinician, volunteers at a 
prison camp, seniors’ center, and food pantry. He sings in his church choir and 
the annual December Messiah. He is graced with a happy marriage, daughter, 
son-in-law, Emma, and Yeshua. 

G.C. WALDREP’s most recent books are a long poem, Testament (BOA 
Editions, 2015), and a chapbook, Susquehanna (Omnidawn, 2013). With 
Joshua Corey, he edited The Arcadia Project:  North American Postmodern 
Pastoral (Ahsahta, 2012). His new collection, feast gently, is due out from 
Tupelo Press in 2018. He lives in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, where he teaches at 
Bucknell University, edits the journal West Branch, and serves as Editor-at-Large 
for The Kenyon Review.

WHITNEY WILLIAMS is a recent graduate from Yale Divinity School’s 
Religion and Literature program. Her essays and short stories have appeared 
in local magazines, local literary journals, and The Other Journal. She currently 
lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee, with her husband.

PAUL WILLIS is a professor of English at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, 
California. His most recent collection is Getting to Gardisky Lake (Stephen F. 
Austin State University Press, 2016).
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